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Native Advertising and Social Media Influencers

• Two very hot marketing techniques and regulatory enforcement 

priorities

• FTC has issued Native Advertising Enforcement Policy and 

Business Guide

• Agency has also updated Testimonial Guides to include 

influencers

• Machinima, Lord & Taylor and Warner Bros. cases

• Blogger cases

• TIA letter to the Kardashians
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Native Advertising

• Native advertising is advertising that is intended to mimic non-

advertising content in style and form.

• December 22, 2015 the Commission issued an enforcement 

policy statement addressing the issue of native advertising.
https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/896923/151222deceptiveenforcement.pdf

• Native Advertising: A Guide for Businesses
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/native-advertising-guide-businesses

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/896923/151222deceptiveenforcement.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/native-advertising-guide-businesses
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Endorsement & Testimonial Guides

The Commission’s Endorsement & Testimonial Guides, as revised on 

December 1, 2009, apply to endorsements made in social media.

www.ftc.gov/enforcement/rules/rulemaking-regulatory-reform-proceedings/guides-concerning-use-endorsements

http://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/rules/rulemaking-regulatory-reform-proceedings/guides-concerning-use-endorsements
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Native Advertising and Influencers

• Although they can be distinct methods of marketing, regulatory 
issues surrounding them are very similar.

• Goal today is to walk you through the issues you need to 
consider with each form of marketing:

– Is what you’re doing “advertising?”

– Do consumers know it’s an advertisement?

– If not, how do you disclose that fact?

– Supporting your claims

– Is there a material connection you need to disclose?
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Is What You’re Doing Advertising?

While almost everything you do is presumably intended to be 
promotional . . . .

Not everything falls within the regulatory definition of 
“advertising”

– Product placement

– General interest articles

– Celebrity use of products

Common theme in all these areas is that there needs to be a 
claim or selling message.
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Product Placement

Native Advertising Guides take this one step further

– Product placement in video games with no claims

– But if product placement is a door opener, does rationale behind door 

openers really apply here?
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General Interest Articles

• Article does not mention or promote the advertiser’s product

• Running shoe sponsors article on 20 Most Beautiful Places to 

Vacation

• Advertiser may still want to disclose they provided content

– Generate consumer goodwill

– Sesame Street brought to you by…
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General Interest Articles

• Where do you draw the line?

– Article by an airline that promotes travel?

– Article by a mattress company that talks about the benefits of replacing 

your mattress?

• What if the article only talks about the benefits of a good night’s rest?  
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Influencer’s Use of Free Product
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Influencer’s Use of Free Product

• If claim associated with use, it’s clearly advertising

– Just finished off an energy drink for the long night ahead

• What if there is no express claim?

• Is product linked to influencer’s performance?

– Golfer tweets, loving my new [       ] clubs

– Guides: Expert builder uses stain on home improvement show
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Influencer’s Use of Free Product

• What if it’s simply style?

– Looking rad in my new [      ] shoes

• Wearing a loaned dress or jewelry to an awards show
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Influencer’s Use of Free Product

21

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-wdRroa4ms and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JqJDRkKlt8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-wdRroa4ms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JqJDRkKlt8
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Do Consumers Know It’s an Ad?

So you know what you’re doing is clearly intended to be an 

advertisement.

Now ask yourself …

Will Consumers know it too?
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General Principle

“The Commission will find an advertisement deceptive if the ad 

misleads consumers as to its nature or source, including that a 

party other than the sponsoring advertiser is its source.  

Misleading representations of this kind are likely to affect 

consumers’ decisions or conduct regarding the advertised 

product or the advertisement, including causing consumers to 

give greater credence to advertising claims or to interact with 

advertising content with which they otherwise would not have 

interacted.”
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Do Consumers Know It’s an Ad?

• For Native Advertising, context is king

• Article about running shoes on financial news site

• Article about a cholesterol lowering supplement in a cooking 

magazine?

• Billboards in video games

• “more content for you” widgets
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Do Consumers Know It’s an Ad?

• For Influencers, answer is almost always “No” unless you tell 

them

• Is an influencer tweeting or posting about how great a product is 

because they simply like it or because they are being paid?

– What if they aren’t being paid now but hope to be paid?

– Peyton Manning Budweiser example

• Perhaps an influencer’s connection to a product is so well-known 

that no need to disclose (Michael Jordan and Air Jordan’s)

– Probably not worth the risk
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Celebrity or Influencer? Where is the line?
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If Consumers Don’t Know, How Do You Tell Them?

Native:

• Include a disclosure with the native ad itself that is clearly visible 

before the viewer engages.

• Include a disclosure in any links or other teasers driving viewers 

to the content.

Note: Disclosure may be required even if the content was 
independently created, but a brand is promoting the content in 
paid media (e.g., via content recommendation widget)
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If Consumers Don’t Know, How Do You Tell Them?

Native:

• In multimedia native pieces where the commercial content 

appears briefly in a larger piece, the disclosure might instead be 

appropriate near the advertising message. 

• Disclosures must travel with the content when shared using 

social media plug-ins.
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Should you disclose not only that it’s sponsored 

but also who is sponsoring?

29

Taboola, Inc. (Online Advertising), NAD Case Report #5708 
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FTC on Native: Disclosures

Where to Disclose?

• In front of or above the headline of a native ad, ideally top left 

(plus on the main page of a publisher site if there is a content 

teaser)

• If a video, image, or graphic is the focal point of a native ad, 

include disclosure on the focal point

• In the post or content itself naturally
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FTC on Native: Form of Disclosure

“Ad,” “Advertisement,” “Paid,” “Sponsored Advertising Content” 

all “likely to be understood” 

Use visual cues such as shading or framing to differentiate 

native from editorial content.
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FTC on Native: Form of Disclosure

Best to avoid

“Promoted” or “Promoted Stories” 

Shorthands like #spon

Technical or industry jargon or unfamiliar icons

Company logos alone

Terms that are used to mean different things on a single 

platform

32

One Key Difference: 

For Testimonials/Endorsements it is ok to say #sponsored
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FTC on Native: Form of Disclosure

“Presented by X,” “Sponsored by X,” “Brought to you by X” may 

be understood to mean a sponsor paid for the placement but 

did not “influence” the content

33

One Key Difference Between Native and 

Endorcements: 

For Testimonials/Endorsements it is OK to 

say #sponsored
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Disclosure: Who Should care

More on this in our next session:

• “Everyone who participates directly or indirectly in creating or 

presenting native ads”

• Marketers

• Ad agencies

• Affiliate marketers

• Publishers/Media companies

• FTC brought recent action involving YouTube content 

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/native-advertising-guide-businesses

https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/142-3090/machinima-inc-matter

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/native-advertising-guide-businesses
https://www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings/142-3090/machinima-inc-matter
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What Claims Can I Make?

• Any product claims in native advertising or by influencers must 

be true

• Ask yourself, if the Company made this claim directly could we 

adequately support it?

• Furthermore, claims made by influencers who use the product 

must reflect a typical user experience

– If not, then you must disclose what is typical

– No more “results may vary”
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Must I Disclose a Material Connection?

• For native, issue is whether it is “advertising” and would 

consumers, absent disclosure, not know it is advertising

• For influencers, issue is whether they could be perceived as 

biased in their opinions

– Free or discounted product

• Low threshold; but old media vs new media

• Doesn’t matter if advertiser doesn’t dictate positive or negative review

– Employee or relative
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Issue Is Overseas As Well
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Regulators Are Watching!

38
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Sponsorship disclosure 

not visible in YouTube 

description box before 

“show more” link clicked
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Sponsorship disclosure 

visible after clicking 

“show more” link in 

YouTube description box
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Lord & Taylor

• Lord & Taylor’s campaign promoted their Design Lab collection 

(March 2015)

• Native advertising & Influencer campaign on Instagram

• Paisley asymmetrical dress

Read FTC press release at: www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/03/lord-taylor-settles-ftc-charges-it-

deceived-consumers-through

42

http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2016/03/lord-taylor-settles-ftc-charges-it-deceived-consumers-through
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Lord & Taylor

• Lord & Taylor also recruited a team of 50 fashion influencers

• Paid them between $1,000 and $4,000 to post photos of 

themselves in the dress on Instagram on one specified weekend 

in March 2015

• Coordinated with Nylon postings

• No disclosures
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Lord & Taylor Charges

• Lord & Taylor falsely represented that the 50 Instagram images 

and captions reflected the independent statements of impartial 

fashion influencers, when they really were part of a Lord & Taylor 

ad campaign to promote sales of its new line;

• Lord & Taylor failed to disclose that the influencers were the 

company’s paid endorsers – a connection that would have been 

material to consumers; and 

• Lord & Taylor falsely represented that the Nylon article and 

Instagram post reflected Nylon’s independent opinion about the 

Design Lab line, when they were really paid ads.
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Lord & Taylor Remedy

• Lord & Taylor is prohibited from falsely claiming that an endorser 

is an independent user or ordinary consumer;

• Lord & Taylor is prohibited from falsely claiming that a statement 

or opinion from an independent or objective publisher or source;

• Material connections must be disclosed; and

• Lord & Taylor must monitor its influencers.
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Public Interest Groups Are Watching
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Influencers Are Policing
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Question and Answer Period
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15 Minute Break
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Takeaways from Session 1

• If there is a material connection between your company and an endorser, 
disclose it. 

• Disclosures of material connection must be clear and conspicuous. 

• Don’t use footnotes, hyperlinks, in a general ABOUT ME or INFORMATION 
pages.

• Train your affiliates and monitor what they’re doing on your behalf.  

• Because advertisers are responsible for substantiating objective product 
claims, explain to your network the claims you can support.

• Instruct them about their responsibilities for disclosing their connection to 
you.

• Periodically search to make sure they’re following your instructions.

• Follow up right away if you find questionable practices.
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How to End Up Like This? Not Like This?

Compliance Programs Done Right
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Training

Monitoring

Enforcement
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Training

• Early and often

• Document attendance

• Your people and your people’s people – the whole Village

• E-training with participation quiz

• Simple leave behinds

• Ideal to combine legal messages with marketing or other 

business guidance
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Picture is Worth 1000 Words

57
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Make It Simple
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Monitoring – How Much is Enough?

• FTC not giving guidance here

• If you are caught with no disclosure, it was by default not 

enough!

• Deputize the brand teams who are viewing the content for 

authenticity, ROI and other business stuff

• Smart monitoring: focus more efforts on influencers where you 

do not have a history and on campaigns where the content is 

clearly advertising and spend is higher
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Enforcement – How Much is Enough

• Clock begins to tick when you are aware of no disclosure

• Contact the influencer with clear direction on how to disclose –

what to say and where to say it

• Understand their reason for failure to disclose or failure to 

disclose adequately

• If you continue to work with this influencer, monitoring must be 

stepped up

• Follow the handlers – investigate to understand who dropped 

the ball and how to correct
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Where Might There Be Some Give from Fencing In?

• Clear and conspicuous in Orders required to be both visual and 

audio means of the communication is in both video and audio

• Signed and dated acknowledgements from influencers

• Immediate termination of noncompliant influencers

• Confirmation of material connection disclosure prior to 

compensating influencer
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Campaign Participants

Influencer

Talent
Agency

Brand
Media 

Company
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Agency Contract

• PARTIES: Brand and Agency

• KEY CONSIDERATIONS
 Due diligence – make sure Agency has a good track record of legal 

compliance on native advertising/influencer marketing issues

 Establish minimum requirements and standard terms and 
conditions for Media Company Contracts, to the extent Media 
Company (and not Agency) is executing influencer or native 
advertising campaigns

 If Agency is executing influencer or native advertising campaigns, 
then add relevant terms in Agency Contract
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Media Company Contract

• Parties: Media Company and Brand, or Media Company 
and Agency

• IAB Standard Terms and Conditions for Media Buys do not 

address native advertising or influencer campaign issues

• Supplement IAB Terms and Conditions with specific terms 

related to native advertising and/or influencer campaigns
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Key Terms – Native Advertising

• General reference to compliance with the FTC's Native 
Advertising: A Guide for Businesses and other applicable laws

• Identification of key requirements

– Required disclosure (consider specifying triggers, placement and copy)

– Provide Native Advertising Policy/Guidelines, if available, and require 
compliance

• Violation is a breach

• Remedy

– Must cure breach promptly (e.g., 24-48 hours)

– Immediate termination if uncured
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Key Terms – Influencer Marketing

• General reference to compliance with the FTC Guides Concerning the Use of 
Endorsement and Testimonials in Advertising and related guidance and 
other applicable laws

• Provide Brand's influencer guidelines (if available), or if Brand does not have 
influencer guidelines, ask for Agency's or Media Company's influencer 
guidelines

• Provide/review monitoring and enforcement protocol

• Require implementation of influencer guidelines, monitoring and 
enforcement

• Reserve right to independently review influencer activities, require 
removal/modification of objectionable posts, and require immediate 
termination of influencer's participation in the campaign
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Influencer/Talent Contracts - Requirements

• Identify Talent’s obligations

– Compliance with applicable laws, including theFTC Guides Concerning 
the Use of Endorsement and Testimonials in Advertising 

– Compliance with Company’s influencer guidelines (should be attached as 

an exhibit)

– Submit all social media posts for pre-approval and/or require Talent to 

comply with approved “message points” and guidelines

– Immediately remove (or take steps to remove) or modify social media 

posts upon receipt of Company’s written request if Company reasonably 

determines that such posts could expose Company to potential liability 

or are otherwise reasonably objectionable 
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Influencer/Talent Contracts - Remedy

• State Company’s remedy if Talent does not comply with 

contractual requirements

– Violation is a material breach

– Right to terminate contract immediately

– Beware of providing cure period for repeated breach (FTC Consent Order 

in Lord & Taylor)
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Sample Provision in Talent Contract

Talent shall at all times adhere to all applicable federal, state,
and local laws, rules and regulations relating to testimonial
advertisements and endorsements, including, but not limited
to, the Federal Trade Commission’s Guides Concerning the
Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising and
related guidance (“FTC Guides”) and with industry best
practices.Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Talent will ensure that
any social media posts and other public statements made by Talent comply with the
Influencer Guidelines in Schedule A, and include a clear and conspicuous disclosure of
the relationship between Talent and Company, in language that is easy to understand
and in a noticeable manner. Talent agrees that anything Talent says or presents
related to Company or Company’s products will reflect Talent’s honest opinion and
experience. Additionally, Talent agrees to modify or delete all social media posts or
other public statements immediately upon Company providing notice to Talent that
any such public statement does not comply with this Section. A breach of this section
will be deemed to be a material breach of this Agreement.
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Sample Provision in Talent Contract

Talent shall at all times adhere to all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules and
regulations relating to testimonial advertisements and endorsements, including, but not
limited to, the Federal Trade Commission’s Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and
Testimonials in Advertising and related guidance (“FTC Guides”) and with industry best

practices. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Talent will
ensure that any social media posts and other public statements
made by Talent comply with the Influencer Guidelines in Schedule
A, and include a clear and conspicuous disclosure of the
relationship between Talent and Company, in language that is easy
to understand and in a noticeable manner. Talent agrees that anything Talent
says or presents related to Company or Company’s products will reflect Talent’s honest
opinion and experience. Additionally, Talent agrees to modify or delete all social media posts
or other public statements immediately upon Company providing notice to Talent that any
such public statement does not comply with this Section. A breach of this section will be
deemed to be a material breach of this Agreement.
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Sample Provision in Talent Contract

Talent shall at all times adhere to all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules and
regulations relating to testimonial advertisements and endorsements, including, but
not limited to, the Federal Trade Commission’s Guides Concerning the Use of
Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising and related guidance (“FTC Guides”)
and with industry best practices. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
Talent will ensure that any social media posts and other public statements made by
Talent comply with the Influencer Guidelines in Schedule A, and include a clear and
conspicuous disclosure of the relationship between Talent and Company, in language
that is easy to understand and in a noticeable manner. Talent agrees that anything
Talent says or presents related to Company or Company’s products will reflect

Talent’s honest opinion and experience. Additionally, Talent agrees to
modify or delete all social media posts or other public
statements immediately upon Company providing notice to
Talent that any such public statement does not comply with
this Section. A breach of this section will be deemed to be a material breach of

this Agreement subject to immediate termination by Company.
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Talent shall at all times adhere to all applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules and
regulations relating to testimonial advertisements and endorsements, including, but
not limited to, the Federal Trade Commission’s Guides Concerning the Use of
Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising and related guidance (“FTC Guides”)
and with industry best practices. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
Talent will ensure that any social media posts and other public statements made by
Talent comply with the Influencer Guidelines in Schedule A, and include a clear and
conspicuous disclosure of the relationship between Talent and Company, in language
that is easy to understand and in a noticeable manner. Talent agrees that anything
Talent says or presents related to Company or Company’s products will reflect
Talent’s honest opinion and experience. Additionally, Talent agrees to modify or
delete all social media posts or other public statements immediately upon Company
providing notice to Talent that any such public statement does not comply with this

Section. A breach of this section will be deemed to be a
material breach of this Agreement subject to immediate
termination by Company.
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Influencer Guidelines

• Reference to applicable laws and Talent's obligation to comply 
with such laws

• Material connection disclosure

– Specific examples of approved disclosures

– Guidance on placement

• Do's and Don'ts on making claims and referencing Company's or 
competitors' products

• Do's and Don'ts on referencing or using third-party name, 
trademarks, content, etc.

• Brand safety/standards – standard of conduct
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Testing

75

Putting Disclosures to the Test

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/events-calendar/2016/09/putting-disclosures-test
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Nathaniel Evans, U. Georgia
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Nathaniel Evans, U. Georgia
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David Hyman, U Illinois
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Colin Campbell, Kent State University
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Colin Campbell, Kent State University
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Colin Campbell, Kent State University
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Colin Campbell, Kent State University
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Colin Campbell, Kent State University
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Colin Campbell, Kent State University
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Question and Answer Period
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15 Minute Break
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What’s up next?

SOCIAL MEDIA AND PROMOTIONS

How to:

(1) generate “buzz” on social media, and 

(2) take advantage of the buzz that’s already out there 

…without violating the law.
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Topics

• Sweepstakes and contests and social media disclosures

• User reviews

• User generated content best practices 

– Social media platform rules

– IP issues

• Copyright/Trademark and securing consent for use in social media

• Right of Publicity and the use of celebrity endorsements

• Buzz activations, surprise and delights and experiential marketing
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FTC v. Cole-Haan:  Application of the Endorsements 
and Testimonials Rules to Social Media Promotions

90
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Social Media Promotions and Disclosures: 
FTC v. Cole Haan

• Basic rule:  Under FTC’s Endorsements and Testimonials Rules, if an 
influencer has received material consideration in return for talking about a 
product on social media, it must be disclosed

• Sweepstakes/Contests corollary:  In 2014, FTC closed its investigation into 
Cole Haan’s Wandering Sole Pinterest Contest, which asked entrants to pin 
images that included product and hashtag #WanderingSole

– FTC announced for the first time that pins and hashtags could be 
endorsements

– The fact that the pins/hashtags were incentivized by offering an entry to 
win a prize was a material connection that would not reasonably be 
expected by consumers.

– This material connection must be disclosed in all 
hashtags/pins/posts that are requested as entries.’
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Key Reasons FTC Closed Cole-Haan Matter

• New issue for FTC

• Relatively small promotion

• Cole Haan committed to improve its policies

FTC Closing Letter:  

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/closing_letters/cole-haan-inc./140320colehaanclosingletter.pdf

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/closing_letters/cole-haan-inc./140320colehaanclosingletter.pdf
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Compliance Takeaways: Cole Haan

Sweepstakes rules 
must require 
entrants  (in 
rules/abbreviated 
rules) to include 
disclosures/hashtags
in their entries such 
as:

#[company]Sweepstakes; 

#contestentry; 

NOT #sweeps or other abbreviations

May be two hashtags (e.g., #[Company name] #[sweepstakes], which can help ensure 
unique “constellation” of hashtags for purpose of ensuring that any “sweep” of social 
media platform for entries does not pick up “false positives.” [To be discussed.]

Sponsors must 
monitor and enforce
requirements with:

Policy

Contractual requirements

Enforcement
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FTC Endorsement Guides FAQs: May 2015

• Even small incentives with little financial value can be a material 

connection that must be disclosed.

– E.g., Entry into sweepstakes (per Closing Letter to Cole Haan), rewards 

points

• Use of the word #contest or #sweepstakes may sufficiently 

disclose material connections, but abbreviated disclosures are 

not necessarily sufficient

– Recommends “sweepstakes” and “contest,” not “sweeps,” “sponsored” 

and “promotion” versus “spon” or “promo”

94
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FTC Endorsement Guides FAQs: May 2015

• Placement of disclosure is important: 

– Material connections disclosure should be made in each individual post 

containing an endorsement

– Disclosure on a profile page or in description section insufficient because 

may not be seen

• FTC still determining the weight given to Facebook “likes,” etc., 

but recognizes they may be deceptive in certain circumstances
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Social Media Language for Official Rules

Social media entry instructions should include requirement that 

entrants  include disclosure hashtags
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• Scotts awarded $25 gift cards to some 

individuals who posted online reviews of 

Scotts products. While the official rules for the 

promotion required entrants to include a 

disclosure in submitted reviews that the review 

was part of a sweepstakes entry, this 

requirement was not clearly identified in the 

email sent to consumers regarding the 

promotion and did not appear in the sample 

or template review.

• Competitor United Industries filed complaint 

that Scotts used sweepstakes to inflate social 

media presence.

• United also alleged that certain Scotts 

television commercials portrayed United’s 

Spectracide product in a false light.  

Sweepstakes and Product Reviews:
The Scotts Company, LLC (Ortho Home Defense), #5889 (10/5/15)
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The Scotts Company, LLC (cont.)

In responding to the NAD complaint, Scotts noted that once it 

became aware that consumers were not including the disclosure 

in submitted reviews, it 

– Tagged each of the reviews as a “sweepstakes entry;” 

– Ensured tag “Sweepstakes Entry” traveled with the reviews to other sites 

when reposted;

– Enhanced the discussion of the necessary disclosures in subsequent 

emails about the promotion; and 

– Added a disclosure of the requirement on the review portion of the 

promotion website.
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The Scotts Company, LLC (cont.)

NAD concluded Scotts’ remedial actions were sufficient; took no 

further action.

However, NAD expressed general concern about these sorts of 

programs, because they call into question the reliability of 

consumer reviews.

Caution:  Promotion sponsor must not only require disclosures, 

but must monitor and enforce compliance– and consider 

potential for a competitive response in the case of a potentially 

controversial promotion.
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Issues with Use of Incentivized Consumer 
Reviews and Similar Techniques

Use of incentivized 
consumer reviews 

continues to be 
controversial

• Euro-Pro case at NAD/NARB: 

Euro-Pro could not support 

“most recommended” claim 

based on consumer reviews

• Amazon’s recent ban on use of 

incentivized consumer reviews 

on platform

• Facebook now prohibits 

“likegated” promotions, which 

require that one must “like” a 

page to win, thus providing an 

inflated number of “likes” for a 

brand page.
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Using Social Media to Source UGC 

• Examples: UGC Contest or open submission program; closed “ 

“advisory” community; crowdsourcing; requests to use content.

• Challenges:

– Need clear grant of IP rights and ongoing participation

– Who owns the submission, derivative works, etc.? License or assignment?

– Third-party clearance — do not rely solely on reps and warranties from 

participants 

– Participants should “accept” the terms—but what does that mean?

– How to make required disclosures?

– Prizes or gifts given are subject to all applicable laws (lottery, FTC 

Endorsement Guides, etc.)

– May need moderation or screening
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When can you reuse/retweet a 
post/tweet/picture…

Without consent

Relying on 

sweepstakes, contest, 

or other program 

terms and conditions, 

with or without “I 

accept”

Relying on a request 

in a tweet or post

When is a full 
release/agreement 

required?
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Social Media Promotions:  
Understanding the Social Landscape

Each social network has 

its own set of 

advertising rules and 

usage guidelines—

strictest for sweepstakes 

and contests.

IP rights grant does not 

necessarily give you the 

right to use for 

commercial purposes.

You don’t always get 

the right to contact 

users.

Consequences of 

violation? Your 
page/promotion may 

be pulled down!
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Requesting Use of UGC on Social Media

Instead of: 

Try this: 

“We’d like to share your post and username on [Company’s] Facebook 

Page. If you approve, please read and accept our Terms (link here) and 

Privacy Policy (link here) and reply with #CompanycanUseMyPost.”

OR
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Third Party Rights

• Copyright
– Videos and images, such as photographs and drawings, are protected by copyright law, 

and, in general, can only be used with the consent of the author

• Trademark
– Many company names and most company logos and slogans are protected by 

trademark law, and, in general, can only be used with the consent of the trademark 

owner 

• Right of Publicity
– A person’s name, voice, likeness and image are generally protected by that person’s 

right of publicity, and, in general, can only be used for commercial purposes with the 

consent of the featured person
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Copyright

Determine who owns or controls copyrighted content and obtain 

consent/license from such party (NOTE: submitter of content is 

not always the copyright owner

Copyright is a legal protection for the authors of “original works of authorship,” 

including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic, and certain other intellectual works

Applies automatically, even if the 

author/creator hasn’t registered the “work”

Applies equally to content offline and 

content that exists online (i.e., posted on 

websites or social media)
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Copyright

• Photos

• Videos

• Music - recording and composition 

have separate copyrights

• Literary works – paragraphs, 

articles, chapters

• Other “works” such as drawings, 

paintings, sculptures, movies

• Works from pre-existing works, 

such as compilations and derivative 

works

Copyrightable 
content 

includes: 
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Trademark

A word, logo, symbol, slogan, product packaging or product 
design that identifies the source of the specific product

– Need to obtain permission/license from the trademark owner when 

using third party trademark

– Avoid false association

108
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Hashtags can be 
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Trademark

“Elite Eight”

Olympics “Go for the Gold”

“Super Bowl” MLB

NBA

NHL                      “Stanley Cup”

Beware: Dangerous Trademark Owners and Trademarks
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Right of Publicity

Right of publicity applies to a person’s name, voice, likeness or image, and 

legal protection applies when content includes any of the above features in 

a recognizable manner

– Applies to individual celebrities, athletes, employees and even members of the general 

public

– Some states apply protection posthumously

– Some states require written consent

– Does not apply to corporations (but remember, some business names are protected by 

trademark law)

Obtain written release from the person if using that person’s name, 
voice, likeness or image in any recognizable manner in the content
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Right of Publicity: A Tale of 2 Celebrities
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Right of Publicity: Congratulatory Ads

Cautionary tale about congratulating athletes

A Shoe In!

“After six NBA Championships, scores of rewritten

record books and numerous buzzer beaters,

Michael Jordan’s elevation in the Basketball Hall of

Fame was never in doubt! Jewel-Osco salutes #23

on his many accomplishments as we honor a fellow

Chicagoan who was ‘just around the corner’ for so

many years.”
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Case Study: Movies, UGC and Kids

• Studio considered soliciting UGC from superfans to 

promote an upcoming movie featuring characters very 

popular with children, as well as adults.

• Fans would create their own art depicting a scene they hope 

to see in the movie for a chance to win movie prizes.

• Factors to consider included underlying IP ownership, 

intended use of submissions, age of entrants.
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“Buzz Activations” and Experiential Marketing

Marriott #AppYourService
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Buzz Activations and Experiential Marketing 
Marriott #AppYourService

Issues:
– Is it a sweepstakes or a “Surprise and Delight”?

– What kind of terms and conditions are necessary?

– Is preannouncement/PR allowed (or a good idea)?

– Releases—winners, third parties, filming sites

– Third party IP issues

– What disclosures are necessary under the FTC Guidelines?

– Potential liability triggered by gifts

– Training and/or guidelines for blogger/concierges/employees re disclosures

– Concept of a “war room” to address issues for these types of promotions.
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Practice Tips

• Have policies in place, e.g., social media influencer 

policies/agreements

– Do different types of influencers merit different policies 

or agreements? 

– E.g., celebrities, product testing

• Forms can be valuable

– Rules:  Sweepstakes, contest/UGC, other types of 

promotions

– Releases: Winners, guests, third party publicity releases, 

premises releases
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Practice Tips (Cont.)

• “Guides” for sweepstakes, buzz activations, etc.

– Comply with the rules imposed by each social network for 

contacting users.

• Ex. Facebook limits on direct messaging without prior consent. 

• It may also be desirable to get signed releases from prize/gift recipients 

depending on size of “surprise” and how you interact with recipient.

• Understand and keep up to date with government guidance and social 

media platform 

• For joint promotions:

– Obtain indemnification, representations and warranties clause

– Clarify roles
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Question and Answer Period
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Thank You for Joining Us

This Concludes our Presentation
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